Intertake is a powerful pro video processor designed for quality, speed and ease of use, featuring from fast conversions to complete video transformation and improvement.
Create perfect pro-quality videos with the efficient SDR and HDR workflow with smart batch processing, the intuitive user interface is designed to easily configure the many powerful features with real time preview, just import one, tens, or hundreds of videos, easily configure the processing, and send the videos to the job server to produce professional quality videos in SDR and HDR ready to edit or distribute.
Intertake can handle it all in one simple step: standards conversions, color correction, conversions to HDR and SDR, cameras gamma and color space conversions, audio conversions, video synchronization with external audio recorders, denoise, video effects, frame rate conversions and corrections, resample, trim, split, join and much more.
Supports all industry standard formats in NTSC and PAL including SD,HD,4k and 8k,in SDR,HDR and in gamma and color space formats from prosumer and pro cameras.
- Imports a wide variety of pro and consumer formats and image sequences
- Encoding and rewrapping to pro and consumer formats including HDR10
- Convert standards, frame rates and dimensions with optical flow
- Deinterlace and convert progressive to interlaced
- Convert image sequences to standard formats
- Supports SDR,HDR in PQ/HLG,and cameras gamma and color spaces from Panasonic,Sony,Canon,DJI,GoPro,Arri and much more
- Pro color correction
- Convert HDR videos to perfect SDR
- Convert SDR videos to pristine HDR
- Convert from your camera gamma and color space to perfect SDR and HDR
- Synchronize videos with external audio recorders with drift correction
- Trim,split and join videos accurately
- Denoiser
- Audio conversions and filters
- Burn-in filter for timecode or image logo
- Real time preview in SDR, simulated HDR, and real HDR with Windows HDR display
- High quality processing in 32 bit
- Fast Nvidia and Intel GPU encoding and decoding
- Fast multi core CPU and GPU processing

